TO: All Proposers
FROM: Rita Kirkland
DATE: August 12, 2021
SUBJECT: Proposal Addendum No. 2
PROPOSAL#: 21-002446
DATE ISSUED: August 2, 2021
THE PROJECT: CHILLER MAINTENANCE – ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE

INTENT
This addendum is issued to provide a modification/addition to proposal plans and/or specifications.

MODIFICATION / ADDITIONS (Answers to Proposer’s Questions)

What are the full model and serial numbers of both chillers?
Model # - YTG3A2C1-CJJ Serial # - GFJM021787
Model# - YKCQCQ4-CHG Serial # - SBXM-869960

Are both chillers equipped with solid-state starter with drive?
Yes

Is the expectation to perform tube brushing on condenser and evaporator?
Yes

I have read and understand the preceding addendum and said changes are reflected in my proposal. The proposer signed addendum should be included with your response packet.
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